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over the years BYU studies has offered its readers a
scattering of short stories poems and critical articles on mat-
ters of literary interest to the latter day saints now for the
first time in its recent history it presents an issue completely
devoted to such pieces not that this is intended as any literary
declaration or manifesto what this issue does acknowledge
however is a growing body of significant writing both imagi-
native and critical by and about the latter day saints so in
devoting a whole number to the subject we hope not so much
to set permanent landmarks as to suggest the range and va-
riety of the territory that we might label mormon literature

one of the difficulties of defining this area lies in the
ambiguity of the terms we use one might expect for in-
stance that in a literary number our attention would focus
exclusively on poetry and prose fiction but such limits would
cut us off from much material that has genuine merit the
journals and diaries of the saints the narratives of western
travellerstravellers the spiritual autobiographies of the converts these
are but three possibilities As one considers he is finally
forced to acknowledge that wherever the author s imagination
has come into play wherever he has begun either consciously
or unconsciously to use the tools of the imaginative writer to
shape and form an image of the mormonscormonsMormons there we have a
situation that is of literary interest whether or not the author s

ostensible purpose is travelogue or novel history or poetry so
our concerns may be less exclusive than some might expect
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defining the mormon limits of our literary landscape
is no easier one might say that when we use the term we
simply mean a member of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints but even as we say that we have to ask
ourselves what about the man who belongs to the church
but doesndoean t believe or what about the man who believes but
doesndoean t belong and this still says nothing about what it is
that a mormon may believe inin what he may accept as articles
of his own faith for some believing may simply mean
acknowledging a culture characterized by a remarkable number
of meetings organized activities and cash contributions
sweetened by a generous flavoring of neighborliness for
others it may mean taking up a position on an historical foun-
dation built of a succession of dramatic episodes and the bi-
ographies of spiritual supermen but particularly for the mod-
em

mod-
ern mormon cultural or historical definitions don t work his
sense of community with saints ultimately arises out of a
particular theology out of the unique philosophical anthro-
pology that defines man as a literal child of god As a man
moves closer to that belief liehelleile comes more and more to accept
modern prophets modern scriptures and an ecclesiastical or-
ganization that are the concrete corollaries to that belief this
isis not to establish categories so much as it is to set up for
literary purposes at least a continuum that would be wide
enough to include not only the cultural observer who writes
about mormonscormons because they might interest him or his read-
ers but the tithe paying templetempie going member as well who
writes out of the pride and humility and hope and frustration
of infinite potential bound up in finite flesh

but perhaps the best evidence for the necessity of broad
definitions is the collection of pieces presented in this issue
these range from the intense personal introspection of the
poet to the broad dispassionate synthesis of the objective schol-
ar all the authors are latter day saints but each takes a
slightly different path into the territory of mormon letters

leonard arrington is already familiar to readers through
his writings about the mormon inin fiction in the pages of dial-
ogue western humanities review and western american
Literliteraturearufealure liehelleile has presented the best discussion we have so far
of the image of the mormon in nineteenth century american
literature in his essay presented here professor arrington
summarizes and adds to that work with some significant ob
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servationsservations on the influence that non mormon writers may
have had on the direction of church history as well as some
remarkable challenges to the young mormon writer who is
trying to find his own artistic territory today A companion
piece to dr arrington s article is wilfried decoo s the
image of the mormonscormons in french literature narrower in
focus this piece is the first of a three part series which will
when completed offer the most thorough study yet published
of french conceptions of mormonscormons and mormonism already
this first installment has made it necessary to readjust some
of our received notions about european attitudes towards
mormonscormons in the nineteenth century karl may does not speak
for the whole continent when it comes to salt lake city and
the elders of zion

another pair of articles which fit well together are the
pieces by tom schwartz and richard cracroft indeed the
work done by mr schwartz began as part of a master s degree
project under the direction of dr cracroft well known to
readers of BYU studies for his work on mark twain and the
mormonscormons winter 1971 professor cracroft maintains a
lively scholarly interest in mormon studies he teaches a
course in mormon literature at BYU and is coeditorco editor with this
writer of an anthology of latter day saint literature A be-
lieving people which will be published soon by BYU press
his discussion of artemus ward and mark twain and tom
schwartz s treatment of bayard taylor s play demonstrate that
following the mormonscormonsMormons as a theme can be a rewarding
pursuit for the judicious scholar of american literature these
articles show that this was not an uncommon subject for
american writers but more than that they demonstrate that
by studying the ways in which authors have handled mormonscormonsMormons
we find an intriguing means of comparison which not only
helps us understand and appreciate the writer s own talents
but which also gives us a glimpse into the forces that impinge
on the creative process itself

sid jensen s discussion of wallace stegner is published
here because of both the author and the subject in the first
place dr jensen s critical vision is focused by both his training
and his testimony for while he works with the tools and
vocabulary of the literary critic his analysis also implies cer-
tain assumptions about the nature of man and the moral imper-
atives of the universe assumptions which are more than familiar
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to the latter day saint in the second place wallace stegner
needs to be included in any discussion of the mormonscormons in litera-
ture in big rock candy mountain mormon country and
handcartsHandcarts to zion he has shown a sympathetic interest and
unusual understanding of the latter day saints and in speak-
ing of salt lake city as home he demonstrates his identity
with the ethos of the homeland of the saints

joseph and emma is so far as the usual forms of litera-
ture are concerned an anomaly it fits none of the standard
categories of poetry fiction or drama though it may come
closer to the last by way of the fact that it is a script for a
slide film production a presentational piece it is not
strictly biography because joseph s song to emma is a
wholly imaginative product of the twentieth century nor is
this what we would call good history for the whole subject
of eliza R snow and the other wives of joseph smith is en-
tirely absent nevertheless by this particular arrangement of
historical detail and through the medium of our own as-
sociationalsociationalal sympathies the piece has a remarkable ability to
affect us especially when the reader s attention grows to in-
clude both the text and the pictures As his imagination re-
creates the presentation for which the text is intended the
reader may well discover a new emma who instead of de-
riving from the old stereotype of a petty carping shrew now
takes on dimensions of patience endurance and courage
this may be for many readers a new emma a woman of
truly remarkable stature impressive in her own right but who
also carries with her the suggestion of genuine tragedy

the two short stories in this issue both about what we
would now call old mormon houses are written by two of
the best writers of fiction in the church today saysogayso or
sense by eileen G kump is a delightful and skillfully
handled piece a fine example of tone which may well serve
to remind us that we neednneeda t always take either ourselves or
our ancestors with unqualified seriousness that a healthy ac-
ceptancecep tance of both history and authority can acknowledge with
a smile the failures and foibles of either douglas H thayer s

zarahemlaZarah emla may be a different reading experience for those
used to short stories with fast moving plots and surprise end-
ings not a great deal happens in this story but the tensions
which inform it are siginificant for latter day saints for many
of us like the jared of this story recognize within our own feel
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ings about our ancestral past a complex set of emotions at
what point does our respect for the past change to worship of it
how do we maintain those essential roots which tie us to
the past without at the same time being unduly circumscribed
or even stunted by the limits of that connection these are
not easy questions but they are necessary questions for the
modern third and fourth generation mormonscormonsMormons and zara
hemia raises them in a way that is at once familiar and
discomforting

the poetry of this issue is also representative coming
from both the student and the acknowledged author in
stephen taylor s poem we see a good example of some of
the very interesting and sophisticated work being done by
young talented writers of the church hay derrick
by john sterling harris presents us with a poem uncommon
in its clarity hard conciseness and simple beauty in arthur
henry king we have a man of secure reputation who by the
power of his poetry provides us with his own passionate ap-
prehension of moments of significant experience with clin-
ton larson we have the nearest thing in mormondom to a
professional poet at least in the sense that he is best known
by a remarkable succession of plays and volumes of poetry
in his poems published here we recognize the confident techni-
cal experimentation and the sure strokes of the mature poet
as he presents scenes from the natural and spiritual landscape
of our own exterior and interior worlds

if by this gathering of articles poems and storiesstones we may
provide interest and pleasure for an hour that is good but
if by what is published here we may encourage the reader
in his own creative and scholarly efforts that would be better
still


